
Onboard new customers with an instant, 
accurate view of their finances



Aryza Acquire offers an alternative to a 
webform, with a simple user interface 
which is completed by the consumer, 
to gain a clear understanding of 
their income, outgoings and credit 
commitments, along with ongoing 
affordability and vulnerability.

Aryza Acquire builds efficiency and 
consistency into your customer 
acquisition process. As part of the 
onboarding of new customers, you will 
have processes in place. Aryza Acquire 
dovetails with these processes to provide 
you with a compliant and secure journey 
for customers to share their information 
with you and a true end-to-end digital 
platform providing powerful agent 
support tools.

Our fully-featured software caters for 
different types of businesses in credit, 
collections and debt sectors. 

If you would like a demo of the 
software, get in touch and we will 
arrange this for you.

Aryza Acquire allows the 
onboarding of consumers, 
using open banking to populate 
their details within minutes. 

With automated decisioning, 
you can offer the appropriate 
products and services to your 
customers, based on their true 
affordability and vulnerability. 



Building efficiency and consistency into your customer 
acquisition process

As part of the onboarding of new customers, you will 
have processes in place. Aryza Acquire dovetails with 
these processes to provide you with a compliant and 
secure journey for customers to share their information 
with you and a true end-to-end digital platform 
providing powerful agent support tools. 

• Affordability assessment

• Loan acquisition / origination fact find

• Loan origination approval, decline and refer

• Loan application form from lender site or 
e-commerce retail point of sale finance application

• Integration with Aryza Origination system

• Lead generation – debt

• Integration with Aryza Insolvency systems
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YourBank
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The benefits of using Aryza Acquire include:

Save time and money
New customer onboarding is 
simple and more effective with 
fast, accurate and compliant 
financial assessments.

Minimal integration
You won’t need heavy IT resources 
to implement the software, and as 
speed-to-market is a priority, you 
can expect to be up and running 
within 5-6 weeks.

Fully customisable software
Aryza Acquire can be configured 
to your business needs, rules and 
branding, making it a bespoke 
solution for you.

Assisted journeys
Agents can interact remotely 
within the same interface as 
the consumer to edit plans, 
update details and more, making 
customer support easier and more 
effective.

Automated decisioning
The software enables rules-based 
automated decisioning to ensure 
your customers are presented with 
the most appropriate solution for 
their individual needs.

Campaign & workflow 
management
Easily automate ongoing 
communication with your 
customer throughout their 
journey, and design automated 
operational flows to streamline 
communication.

Secure file transfer
Aryza Acquire allows you to import  
and export files instantly and 
safely, via Secure File Transfer 
Protocol – simple, secure, and 
always protected.

Reliable data
Open Banking integration  
means that assessing options  
and affordability is easy, instant 
and accurate.



To find out more  
about Aryza Acquire or 
to request a demo of the 
software, email us at 
hello@aryza.com

We are a pioneering technology company with big ambitions and a proven 
track record in providing solutions for the management of debt.

Aryza is a trusted partner to a diverse range 
of customers across the entire debt cycle. 
We provide holistic, intelligent and dynamic 
solutions that help manage debt, insolvency 
and loans. 

Each unique product within our ecosystem 
has been built on a foundation of rich 
customer data, 18 years accumulated 
industry insight and genuine empathy for 
the difficult financial situations people often 
find themselves in.

We have a clearly defined vision, a distinct 
competitive advantage and a meaningful 
role to play in the world.

By leveraging our accumulated knowledge, 
customer insight and holistic and 
empathetic approach, we believe we can 
create an exciting future.

We, with our customers and partners, strive 
to change the debt industry for the better. 
With our unwavering dedication to our 
vision, we will improve the financial health 
and the lives of the millions of people that 
engage with our products everyday.  
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